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All the content from "Brain 2.0", "Chill Pills & Mood Food" plus a brand new section on using
exercise to repair and optimize your brainLearn how to build a better brain than the competition
through clever nutrition, supplementation and exercise therapy.James Lee is driven to do
whatever it takes to build a better brain.This obsession has seen him spend hundreds of hours
scouring through research journals and meta-analyses to find exactly what works and what
doesn't work.In his quest to find out all there is to know about the emerging area of nootropics,
he has assembled a group of supplements and drugs which have all demonstrated clear
effectiveness in clinical trials and experiential reports.But there is one hard and fast rule -
enhanced mood or cognition can never be at the expense of long term brain health. Sure,
anyone can do a line of meth and stay up all night getting work done - but at what long term cost?
Fortunately, you can enhance mood, cognition and memory recall by slowly repairing and
enhancing your brain.In this book you will learn about -- What is "acetylcholine" and why is it so
important for brain function?- What are "racetams"?- What supplements have matched
pharmaceutical drugs for antidepressant effectiveness?- What is "curcumin" and why can it
reduce inflammation in the brain and treat depression?- What drugs are safe to use to enhance
brain function?   Note - for anyone who has already read Lee's previous books, this book is a
compendium of "Brain 2.0.", "Chill Pills & Mood Food" along with a brand new section on
exercise and the brain.Grab a copy today to start building your own Brain 2.0-style brain hacks

About the AuthorAlessandra Moro Buronzo est naturopathe. Elle est l'auteur des Remèdes
naturels pour les Nuls et de Je me soigne avec les Fleurs de Bach (First). Jean-Charles
Schnebelen est pharmacien.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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For this and much, much more, check out James’ top-selling book –Important DisclaimerThe
information provided in this book is designed to provide helpful information on the subjects
discussed. This book is not meant to be used, nor should it be used, to diagnose or treat any
medical condition. For diagnosis or treatment of any medical problem, consult your own
physician. The publisher and author are not responsible for any specific health or allergy needs
that may require medical supervision and are not liable for any damages or negative
consequences from any treatment, action, application or preparation, to any person reading or
following the information in this book. References are provided for informational purposes only
and do not constitute endorsement of any websites or other sources.ContentsIntroduction1:
Repair and Super-Charge Your Brain with NootropicsHow do nootropics work?What is
acetylcholine?What is dopamine?What is a nootropic stack?RacetamsAcetyl L-Carnitine
(ALCAR)Alpha Lipoic Acid (ALA)N-Acetylcysteine (NAC)Choline, Alpha GPC & Citicoline (CDP
Choline)Vitamin DSome more “obscure” optionsB-Group VitaminsMucuna Pruriens,
Phenylalanine & TyrosineCurcuminPharmaceutical OptionsNootropics – putting it all together2:
Fix your moodChill PillsSAM-eL-MethylfolateCurcuminVitamin B6Tryptophan/5-
htpInositolOmega 3 Fatty AcidsShort-term fixes to help you
relaxValerianPassionflowerSkullcapAn important pointMood FoodThe Best Mood Foods in the
WorldPart 3 – Exercise kick-starts your brainApplying what you have learned to specific
conditionsDepression with low motivationDepression with anxietyFibromyalgiaAnxiety (without
depression)Cognitive dysfunctionThe general list of tips for creating and maintaining a “super-
brain” –Conclusion –Putting it all togetherIntroductionAfter completing and , I realised that
together, they formed an unbeatable guide to repairing a broken brain, leading to massive
boosts in cognitive abilities, better moods and less anxiety.However, if we are to target a holistic
approach to building the best brain possible, we are missing what I believe to be one of the
single greatest methods for constructing a super-brain – exercise. A mixture of cardiovascular
and strength (weights) training is one of the most powerful stimulators of brain repair and brain
optimisation available.There is a powerful interrelationship between cognitive abilities, mood and
exercise. They are like a tripod with three legs. For example, a completely sedentary lifestyle with
no cardiovascular exercise will be tough to negate with even the most powerful of nootropics or
mood-boosting supplements. Or, to look at another leg of the tripod, conditions such as major
depression or anxiety disorders are associated with brain-fog and cognitive decline. In fact, as
you will read later, depression can often lead to dramatic shrinking in the hippocampus – the part
of your brain that is central to memory recall. This kind of cognitive decline will be tough to fight
with nootropics alone.For clear understanding, this book is divided into each of these “legs” of
our mental health tripod. Proactively tackle all three (as required) and you have the foundation
for our much sought after super-brain.Also, there are a few supplements that have such wide-
ranging and potent effects on both mood and cognition that they could have easily have gone in
both sections. They include – Curcumin Omega 3 Fatty Acids Vitamin DDue to
the fact that all three tackle multiple aspects of brain health, I recommend that they form a



compulsory part of your supplementation regime. The only slight exception is Vitamin D. If you
already get sufficient sun exposure (more than 20 minutes a day of direct sun on the skin, in a
warm climate), then usually vitamin D supplementation is not required – especially if you also eat
plenty of vitamin D-rich eggs. But hey, you are looking to build a super-brain so I am guessing
that you are already planning to eat plenty of eggs right?1: Repair and Super-Charge Your Brain
with NootropicsOne of the hottest areas of supplement research in recent times has been in the
field of nootropics. Nootropics are a class of supplements and drugs which work, via different
mechanisms, to improve various aspects of cognitive function such as speed of thought,
memory and mood. Some of the early substances which emerged have now become relatively
mainstream, including - gingko biloba, brahmi (bacopa monnieri) and even omega 3 fatty acid
(fish oil) tablets.Nootropic substances are not just confined to supplements - there are also quite
a few drugs available which enhance brain function in various ways. In the recent Bradley
Cooper movie Limitless, the protagonist gets access to an experimental new drug which gives
him almost super-human cognitive functions. If you are hoping that such a drug exists, well
unfortunately I will have to burst your bubble. However there are drugs which are quite similar, if
not as dramatic in their effects. I will get to these later in this guide.The purpose of this book, as
with my other guides, is to distil all the information buried in research studies on PubMed (where
scientific studies are published) and break the information down into key points which are easy
to refer back to. This is particularly the case for nootropics as they are relatively new as a class,
meaning a comparative lack of quality information on the topic. Due to the time lag involved,
there are powerful supplements, such as racetams for example, that most people have never
even heard of. Consequently, the section on racetams alone took quite a bit of work on my part
to pull all the small bits of information together into a cohesive single reference point.Also, I have
been careful to stick to supplements and drugs with solid scientific backing as this guide is by no
means meant to serve as a comprehensive reference for every possible nootropic out there. This
is a hand-picked selection of what I believe to be the most effective nootropics.Also, anyone
familiar with neurology and pharmacology will have to forgive any gross oversimplifications.
There are no shortage of tomes dedicated to the minutiae of pharmacology and the brain which
are impossible to understand for those not formally trained. The goal of this guide is to
successfully translate that information via simplified analogies and generalizations to enable
others to understand what is often referred to as the most complex structure in the universe – the
human brain.What exactly is a nootropic?Nootropics are supplements and drugs which enhance
brain function in some way. In general, all nootropics work by either increasing the supply of
oxygen to the brain, the production or supply of the neurotransmitters or by stimulating
neuroplastic brain growth. The father of nootropics, Dr. Corneliu E. Giurgea, said that, by
definition, nootropics –Should enhance learning and memoryShould protect the brain from injury
or damageShould improve brain functioningShould be relatively safe for the brain and be without
serious side-effectsIn terms of drugs, currently the most widely used nootropics are the various
stimulants used to treat ADHD including methylphenidate and amphetamine. These drugs



enhance cognitive function by improving concentration, reducing impulsive behaviour and
improving planning skills.Often, the difference between stimulants and other drugs used to treat
diseases such as Parkinson's and Huntington's is vague. In general, all of these drugs work by
different means to modulate levels of either dopamine or norepinephrine.How do nootropics
work?Different nootropics work via different means. For example, gingko appears to work by
increasing blood flow to the brain, with all the benefits that increased blood supply brings.
However, most nootropics work to improve mental function by modulating key neurotransmitters
including acetylcholine, dopamine, norepinephrine and glutamate. Of these, acetylcholine and
dopamine are central to most processes that improve cognitive function.What is acetylcholine?
Acetylcholine is your most abundant neurotransmitter, due mainly to the face that it is located
not only in the central nervous system (your brain, essentially) by also can be found in the
peripheral nervous system (the rest of your body). In the body, acetylcholine is required for
muscle activation, including your vital breathing function. To demonstrate how important this
neurotransmitter is, certain lethal nerve gases such as sarin (used recently in Syria on innocent
women and children) work by impairing the action of acetylcholine. In the brain, acetylcholine
works to modulate attention and arousal (meaning physiological, not sexual in this context).What
is dopamine?Dopamine, along with norepinephrine and glutamate, is one of the brain’s key
excitatory neurotransmitters. Dopamine is an interesting substance; being involved centrally in
staying focused and motivated, along with being vital to the process of moving your body. The
movement disorder Parkinson’s, involves the death of dopamine producing neurons in the part
of the brain responsible for movement.Put another way, evolution has made it so that dopamine
moves you (both physically and mentally) towards goals that are beneficial for your survival.The
way that dopamine achieves this is by giving you a sensation of pleasure in anticipating
something rewarding. That little burst of pleasure you feel in anticipation of a delicious meal or
‘sexy time’ with a potential partner is due to dopamine.As dopamine helps you focus on your
goals, low levels of dopamine can lead to conditions such as ADD and ADHD, where a lack of
dopamine (and norepinephrine) leads to an inability to concentrate on certain tasks. Drugs like
methylphenidate help alleviate the symptoms of ADD by increasing levels of dopamine (and
again norepinephrine to a lesser extent).What is a nootropic stack?You will often see reference
to a ‘nootropic stack’ if you are researching particular nootropics. A ‘stack’ is essentially a
combination of various drugs or supplements which are ‘stacked’ on each other for either
synergistic (two supplements together provide special benefits not seen with either supplement
alone) or potentiating (one supplement increases the potency of another supplement). To give
an example, a common nootropic stack may be -- Piracetam- Omega 3 Fatty
Acids- Acetyl l-Carnitine (ALCAR)- N-Acetylcysteine- Huperzine-AHow you
decide to stack your nootropics will be determined by your particular situation. Just because
someone else claims miraculous effects from their particular stack, it doesn’t mean the same will
apply to you. One person’s stack which gives them great focus and energy may make another
person overly anxious, so you need to construct your stack carefully and



thoughtfully.RacetamsThe granddaddy of all nootropics is a class of supplements called
racetams. This is surprising in as much as the majority of people have never even heard of either
racetams or the most popular single example - piracetam. Due to the fact that, of all the various
nootropics, racetams have the least amount of available information, I will dedicate a larger
proportion of this guide to racetams, compared with other nootropics.All racetams including
piracetam, pramiracetam, aniracetam as well as oxiracetam have a 2-pyrrolidone nucleus
comprised of oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. Whilst this is the subject of a little controversy, the
general consensus is that racetams work by stimulating production of the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine and/or by improving the uptake of glutamate by activating AMPA and NDMA
receptors.As acetylcholine and glutamate are central to enhancing neural function, it is not
surprising then that racetams can have dramatic effects in terms of improved cognitive
function.Since the discovery of piracetam, there have been many more discovered (or created,
depending how you think about it), such as - aniracetam; brivaracetam; coluracetam;
dimiracetam; etiracetam; fasoracetam; imuracetam; levetiracetam; nebracetam; nefiracetam;
nicoracetam; oxiracetam; phenylpiracetam; phenotropil; piracetam; pramiracetam; rolipram;
rolziracetam; and seletracetam.However, for the majority of people, the only racetams they will
be exposed to or be able to purchase will be piracetam, aniracetam, oxiracetam and
pramiracetam.PiracetamInterestingly, Piracetam is a distant relative of GABA (the
neurotransmitter affected by drugs such as benzodiazepines to reduce anxiety) and was
originally developed with the intention that it would be a potential treatment for anxiety. However
early studies showed that rather than acting as an anxiolytic (anxiety reducing), it appeared to
improve cognitive function and protect the brain against certain damage such as that caused by
dementia or lack of oxygen. It was soon apparent that the mechanism of action was closely
linked to glutamate activity at the NMDA and AMPA receptors along with modulation of the
cholinergic system.The NMDA receptor is central to your brain’s process of learning and
adaptation via neural plasticity. If we cast our minds back, we may remember that up until
recently, scientists believed that the brain was fixed at birth and could not be altered in structure.
However all that changed with the discovery of neurogenesis (the birth of new brain cells) and
neural (or neuro) plasticity. Now we know that you can change your brain by repetitive
behaviours (a concept harnessed by Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) and by selective
modulation of particular brain systems, of which the NMDA receptor is central.Activating the
NMDA receptor also stimulates increased levels of Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF),
which has been described as a kind of fertilizer for the brain. The stimulation of BDNF is thought
to be one of the reasons why cardiovascular exercise and antidepressant drugs alleviate
depression. As a central theme in your own research, anything which is positive for BDNF is
usually positive for your brain.The other means by which we can see how important the NMDA
receptor is for learning is when we decrease its activity via drugs known as NMDA receptor
antagonists, which includes street drugs PCP and the popular cough-suppressant
Dextromethorphan (Robitussin). NMDA receptor antagonists have a clear effect of reducing



memory formation, further reinforcing the evidence showing how vital this particular receptor is
for learning.As well as the above effects on the brain’s glutamatergic system, piracetam also has
beneficial effects on the cholinergic system by increasing levels of acetylcholine.Acetylcholine is
also vital for cognitive function and memory storage. One of the downsides of the older style
antidepressants (such as Tricyclics) was the negative effects on the cholinergic system, which
impaired thinking and memory for many people taking these drugs. Likewise, we also clearly
understand the important role that acetylcholine plays in this area due to the fact that diseases
such as Alzheimer’s appear to be caused primarily by problems with receptor density (the
number of these receptors decreases) along with a decrease in acetylcholine levels in particular
parts of the brain. Indeed, newer drugs for Alzheimer’s patients focus on addressing this issue in
the cholinergic system to restore mental functioning.Recent research has shown the action of
piracetam may be linked to another factor unrelated to acetylcholine. This research has
indicated that piracetam may exert its beneficial effects on the brain via its ability to improve the
structure of the brain’s cell membranes. Piracetam appears to improve the fluidity and
permeability (the ability for certain substances to go in and out of the cell), thus improving
certain cognitive functions which rely on this smooth transfer between the inside and outside of
your brain’s cells.So what should you stack with piracetam to achieve synergies?One of my
favourite stacks cantered on piracetam is to add Co-enzyme Q10 (CoQ10) and Vitamin E. Many
of the nasty side-effects associated with anti- cholesterol drugs (statins) such as Lipitor and
Crestor are linked to a depletion of CoQ10. CoQ10 is a vital co-factor for healthy mitochondria,
which are your body’s cellular powerhouses. Vitamin E is a fat-soluble substance which is
heavily involved in maintaining optimum levels of CoQ10 and also acting as an antioxidant
itself.These two substances, when paired with piracetam, which improves the structure of the
mitochondrial cell walls, provide a potent nootropic powerhouse in my experience.As previously
mentioned, one of the ways by which piracetam appears to work is by enhancing the brain’s
cholinergic system. This is done by both increasing the density of acetylcholine receptors in the
brain and by increasing circulating levels of acetylcholine. One of my favourite nootropics, Acetyl-
L-Carnitine (ALCAR) also works partially by increasing levels of glutamate receptors in the brain.
ALCAR appears to work together with piracetam to increase levels of acetylcholine by
increasing levels of an important enzyme called choline acetyl transferase.Another angle to
consider is to increase levels of choline in the brain via consumption of certain foods or
supplements. You can consume a large amount of foods such as eggs or take choline
supplements. However my preference is to take CDP Choline (or Citicoline) or Alpha GPC - both
of which have been proven to increase levels of choline in the brain more potently than pure
choline supplementation alone.Like many aspects of nootropics, I believe these effects are most
pronounced in those over 50 years of age who may have already begun a certain degree of
cognitive decline. Piracetam in combination with ALCAR, CoQ10 and Vitamin E appear to be a
potent ally in the fight against the common cognitive aspects of aging.Apart from being the first
racetam to have ever been discovered, piracetam is by far the most popular nootropic drug used



among those ‘in the know’. Among all the racetam supplements, piracetam has the largest body
of research backing which indicates demonstrable effectiveness for enhancing cognitive
function. It works by stimulating the Acetylcholine receptor system, thereby causing more of this
neurotransmitter to be released in the brain.Users report clear improvements in various aspects
of brain functioning including attention and motivation – effects clearly consistent with its
relationship to the brain’s acetylcholine system.In terms of dosage, most use between 1-3 grams
per day, however you may need to experiment with dosage to find your own sweet spot.One
more thing to note is that when using piracetam and other racetams, is that it is highly
recommended to also add CDP Choline, Alpha GPC or another source of choline due to the
additional demands which racetams can put on your cholinergic system.However, in addition to
piracetam, there are also some other options in the racetam class –OxiracetamOxiracetam is a
significantly more potent racetam than piracetam so smaller dosages should be required. As
with piracetam, oxiracetam can increase motivation, decrease fatigue and improve various
aspects of cognition including logical deduction, spatial memory, grasping abstract concepts
and other similar higher level mental functions.A good recommended starting dosage is
between 750-1600mg a day. This can be spread out in intervals of every 6 to hours daily. Since it
is water soluble, it can be dissolved into drinking water.AniracetamAniracetam is a fat-soluble
racetam, which means that it is slower to take effect and with a theoretically longer lasting action
(interestingly, anecdotal reports have often suggested just the opposite - that aniracetam is
shorter-acting than piracetam). In comparison with piracetam, aniracetam has a stronger
positive effect on the AMPA receptors, more mood enhancement, better verbal fluency and
reduced social anxiety. For these reasons, whilst I haven’t seen any specific data, I suspect that
serotonin is in some
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L. Shields, “This Is A Great Book, and These Techniques Work. I've had serious neurological
problems for over 25 yrs, with nothing but complications and complaints with traditional
medicine and prescriptions. Several yrs ago I discovered research on using Omega 3 instead,
and tried it. We had dramatic improvement with not only my medical issues, but Alzheimer's,
autism, social anxiety, memory/IQ, and muscoloskeletal probs in several family members. This
book is great in the way it presents and explains the way to use and benefit from many
supplements. Even tho I knew quite a bit from research, I still learned new things and began
incorporating them from this book, and am very happy with the results.”

Jim Baglivo, “enlightening book. I found this book informative, clearly describing brain processes
and the hormones and neurotransmitters involved. The author also provides suggestions on
supplementation and habits to heal and improve your brain. I intend to apply this newfound
knowledge and suggest you do the same. I didn't give it five stars simply due to some repetition
of info in different chapters.”

Janson, “Great into book for Racetams, herbs and nutrition to support an optimized mental
health!. This was a great book that filled in the missing pieces of my knowledge. The author has
a great take on the subject and I plan on purchasing more of his books. I have read it fully once
and frequently reference it.”

Justin, “Wonderful. Absolutely wonderful. An easy to read and understand guide to boosting
your cognitive function and overall mood. It feels as if the author has the best intentions and
provides honest and sincere advice.  Excellent.”

lyle mccollough, “Great little book. Great little book. Lots of clear info with author giving personal
experiences. If you're new to nootropics this book  (or brain 3.0) is a primo introduction.”

james rivera, “Five Stars. GREAT BOOK”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Good”

Christopher B, “A good primer. Good to use if you are new to optimising your brain, actionable
suggestions anyone can get started with even if all you have at your disposal is H&B!”

Ezra Mihai, “Útil. Ofrece datos interesantes, especialmente los suplementos 'cuasiuniversales',
o sea, que podría tomar casi todo el mundo. Da mucha información para problemas depresivos,
bipolaridad, etc.”



The book by James Lee has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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